Simulation of Field Oriented Control in Induction Motor Drive System
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Abstract
In this paper, a 3-phase induction motor model for simulation the field oriented control (FOC) system based on space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) is established in Ansoft/Simplorer software. The theory of field oriented control (FOC) and the principle of space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) were introduced. The simulation results are presented and analyzed. A Simulink simulation model of field oriented control system is presented as a comparison under the same conditions. The results indicated that the Simplorer model had quick response speed, small torque fluctuations and good performance both in steady and dynamic states. Furthermore, the Simplorer model can be coupled with the finite element model of the motor to achieve field-circuit coupling simulation of induction motor’s field oriented control system.
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1. Introduction
Traditional control methods of AC motor based on Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) are the methods that apply three 120º spatially displaced sinusoidal voltages to the three-phase windings of stator. In most of traditional AC drives, the generation of the three sine waves is based on motor electromechanical characteristics and equivalent model of the motor’s steady state. Furthermore, the control looks like three-phase independent control rather than a total system control of the three phase system [1, 2].

Advanced control methods of induction motor require independent control of magnetic flux and torque as DC-motor. In order to obtain the separation characteristics like DC-motor in induction motors, many high performance methods have been analyzed like Direct Torque Control (DTC) and Field Oriented Control (FOC) [3]. Due to its properties like simplicity, high efficiency, extremely rugged, good power factor, FOC of induction motor is widely used. In addition, with the developments in power electronic and semiconductor, pulse width modulation technology has been improved. As a result that Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) variable speed drive is becoming popularity because of their superior performance [4]. The SVPWM is the control method that basing on the switching of space voltage vectors, an approximate circular rotary magnetic field can be obtained [5, 6]. SVPWM has the advantages of it 15% higher utilization ratio of voltage and less harmonic distortion than SPWM [7, 8].

Most of induction motor FOC system were established and simulated based on Simulink in published literature, but their algorithms are based on circuit not magneetic field. Simplorer is professional and powerful electro-mechanical system simulation software developed by Ansoft Company. A major advantage of Simplorer is that it can be integrated with FEA models to simulate the total control system in taking into account the the complicated lamination geometries and the nonlinear magnetic materials. Therefore, the Simplorer simulation model of Field Orientated Control (FOC) based on SVPWM in an induction motor is introduced, and it has three features: the three phase speed and time dependent system is converted into a two co-ordinate time invariant system, the FOC strategy and effective Pulse Width Modulation pattern generation is established. Thanks to these features, the control of AC machine has the total advantages of DC machine control. Furthermore, by complying a very
accurate steady state and transient control, this control method can achieve high dynamic performance in terms of response times and power conversion. Moreover, a Simulink simulation is presented as a comparison under the same conditions. Also the FOC system in this paper can be regarded as a reference for future field-circuit coupling simulation.

2. Field Oriented Control

In Field Oriented Control system, the stator currents are represented by a vector. This control method is based on projections which transform a three phase time and speed dependent system into a two co-ordinate (d and q co-ordinates) time invariant system. These projections lead to a structure similar to that of a DC machine control. Field orientated controlled machines need two constants as input references: the torque component (aligned with the q co-ordinate) and the flux component (aligned with d co-ordinate). As Field Orientated Control is simply based on projections the control structure handles instantaneous electrical quantities. This makes the control accurate in every working operation (steady state and transient) and independent of the limited bandwidth mathematical model.

2.1. Space Vector Definition

The three-phase currents, voltages and fluxes of induction motor can be analyzed in terms of complex space vectors [9]. With regard to the currents, the space vector can be defined as follows. Assuming that $i_a$, $i_b$, $i_c$ are the instantaneous currents in the stator phases, then the complex stator current vector $\mathbf{i}_s$ is defined by:

$$
\mathbf{i}_s = i_a + \alpha i_b + \alpha^2 i_c
$$

(1)

Where $\alpha = e^{\frac{j\pi}{3}}$ and $\alpha^2 = e^{\frac{j\pi}{3}}$, represent the spatial operators. Figure 1 shows the stator current complex space vector:

![Figure 1. Stator Current Space Vector and its Component in (a,b,c)](image)

2.2. Coordinate Transformation

There are three coordinate transformation in FOC system: clarke transformation, park transformation and inverse park transformation.

Clarke transformation is that transforms from a three-phase static coordinate system (a,b,c) to a two-phase static coordinate system ($\alpha\beta$). Assuming that the axis a and axis $\alpha$ in the same direction. Equation (2) gives clarke transformation.

Park transformation is that transforms from a two-phase static coordinate system ($\alpha\beta$) to a two-phase rotating coordinate system (d-q). If we consider the d axis aligned with the rotor flux, for the current vector, the relationship from the two coordinate systems is shown in Figure 3.

Inverse park transformation is that transforms from a two-phase rotating coordinate system (d-q) to a two-phase static coordinate system ($\alpha\beta$).
Equation (3), (4) give park transformation and inverse park respectively. Where \( \theta \) is the rotor flux position.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
i_d \\
i_q
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{6}}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{6}}{2} \\
0 & \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{2}}{2}
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} i_a \\
i_b \\
i_c
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(2)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
i_d \\
i_q
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \theta & \sin \theta \\
-sin \theta & \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} i_d \\
i_q
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(3)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
i_d \\
i_q
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\
\sin \theta & \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} i_d \\
i_q
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(4)

2.3 Basic Equation

D axis of the above transformation rotates in synchronous speed \( \omega_s \) of asynchronous motor, has no specific physical concept. Furthermore, we can define its direction and make it has physical meaning. Defining d axis direction is the direction of the rotor flux, called M axis. Then q axis is called T axis [10].

The voltage equation of squirrel cage induction motor in M-T coordinate system is given by Equation (5). The control equations of induction motor vector control system are given by Equation (6), (7), (8). The equations of the rotor flux orientated are given by Equation (9).

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
u_{sl} \\
u_{st}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} R_s + L_s p & -\omega_s L_s & L_m p & -\omega_s L_{im} \\
\omega_s L_s & R_s + L_s p & \omega_s L_m & L_m p \\
L_m p & 0 & R_s + L_s p & 0 \\
\omega_s L_{im} & 0 & \omega_s L_{im} & R_s
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} i_{sl} \\
i_{st}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(5)

\[
\psi_r = \frac{L_m}{T_{ip} + 1} i_{sl}
\]

(6)

\[
T_e = n_p \frac{L_m}{L_{ce}} i_{st} \psi_r
\]

(7)
where $u_{sM}, u_{sT}$ --- control voltage of applied M-T axis respectively, $i_{sM}, i_{sT}$ --- stator M-T axis current, $i_{RM}, i_{RT}$ --- rotor M-T axis current, $R_s$ --- stator resistance, $R_r$ --- rotor resistance, $L_s$ --- stator inductance, $L_r$ --- rotor inductance, $L_m$ --- mutual inductance, $\omega_s$ --- synchronous angular speed, $\omega$ --- rotor angular speed, $\omega_s$ --- slip angular speed, $T_e$ --- electromagnetic torque, $\psi_r$ --- rotor flux, $\theta$ --- rotor flux position, $n_p$ --- pole-pair number, $T_r$ --- rotor time constant, $p$ --- differential operator.

2.4. Block Diagram

The Figure 4 shows the block diagram of rotor field oriented control system.

As shown in Figure 4, three motor phase current are measured and fed the Clarke transformation module. The outputs of this projection are designated $i_\alpha$ and $i_\beta$. These two components of the current are the inputs of the park transformation that gives the current $i_{sT}$ and $i_{sM}$ in the M-T rotating coordinate system. The rotor angular speed $\omega$ is measured, $\omega, i_{sT}$ and $i_{sM}$ feed the rotor field oriented module. This module can calculate rotor flux position $\theta$ by the formulas mentioned above. Note that both park transformation and inverse park transformation need the rotor flux position. The rotor flux position $\theta$ feed the park transformation and the inverse park transformation. There are two given values and two closed-loop controller in the FOC system. The two given values are given rotor angular speed $\omega^*$ and given rotor flux $\psi_r^*$. The discrepancy between the given rotor angular speed and measured rotor angular speed feed the speed regulator, the output of the speed regulator is given torque current component $i_{sT}^*$. The discrepancy between the given torque current component $i_{sT}^*$ and the actual torque current component $i_{sT}$ feed the current regulator, the output of the current regulator is $u_{sT}^*$. The discrepancy between the given flux current...
component \( i_{rM}^* = \frac{\psi_r^*}{L_m} \) and actual flux current component \( i_{rM} \) feed the other current regulator, the output of this current regulator is \( u_{rM}^* \). The outputs of the current regulators are applied to the inverse park transformation module. The outputs of this projection are \( u_\alpha \) and \( u_\beta \) which are the components of the stator vector in the \( \alpha - \beta \) static coordinate system. These are inputs of the Space Vector PWM. The outputs of this block are the signals that drive the inverter. About how drive the inverter considerations are made in following paragraphs. The FOC system in this paper is a two-loop system, the speed loop is outer loop and the current loop is inner loop ensure that this system is stable.

3. SVPWM

Spave Vector PWM supplies the induction motor with the desired phase voltages. The phase voltage of induction motor is depended on the power switch state of its corresponding upper and lower arm of the inverter. There are eight voltage vectors determined by eight switch combinations in 3-phase inverter. Figure 5 shows the eight voltage vectors and the six sectors.

![Figure 5. Vectors and Sectors](image)

This paper no longer describe the working principle of SVPWM, because of there are many related literature on the working principle of SVPWM [11-13]. By its principle, there are three major steps to generate SVPWM: judging sector, calculating operating time, determining switching point. The three steps are discussed respectively in following paragraphs.

3.1. Judging Sector

Calulating variable \( P \) value using Equation (10), (11), and judging sector number \( N \) according to Table 1 [14, 15].

\[
B_0 = u_\beta
\]
\[
B_1 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} u_\alpha - \frac{1}{2} u_\beta
\]
\[
B_2 = -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} u_\alpha - \frac{1}{2} u_\beta
\]

\[
P = \text{sign}(B_0) + 2\text{sign}(B_1) + 4\text{sign}(B_2)
\]

(11)

The \( \text{sign}(x) \) is sign function. If \( x > 0 \), \( \text{sign}(x) = 1 \). If \( x \leq 0 \), \( \text{sign}(x) = 0 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Judging Sector
3.2. Calculating Operating Time

Calculating operating time $T_1$, $T_2$ of two adjacent vectors according to Equation (12) and Table 2.

$$X = u_a \frac{\sqrt{3} T}{U_{dc}}$$

$$Y = \left( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} u_a + \frac{1}{2} u_d \right) \frac{\sqrt{3} T}{U_{dc}}$$

$$Z = \left( -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} u_a + \frac{1}{2} u_d \right) \frac{\sqrt{3} T}{U_{dc}}$$

(12)

Table 2. Value Assignment for $T_1$, $T_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-X</td>
<td>-Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_2$</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-Y</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-Z</td>
<td>-X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To different sectors, the evaluations of $T_1$ and $T_2$ can be derived from Table 2. When $T_1 + T_2 > T$, $T$ is switching period, calculate the new value of $T_1$ and $T_2$ according to Equation (13).

$$T_1 = \frac{T}{T_1 + T_2} T_1$$

$$T_2 = \frac{T}{T_1 + T_2} T_2$$

(13)

3.3. Determining Switching Point

The switching points are determined by Equation (14). To different sectors, the evaluations of $T_{com1}$, $T_{com2}$ and $T_{com3}$ can be derived from Table 3.

$$T_a = \frac{T - T_1 - T_2}{4}$$

$$T_b = T_a + T_1 / 2$$

$$T_c = T_b + T_2 / 2$$

(14)

Table 3. Determining Switching Point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{com1}$</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>$T_b$</td>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>$T_b$</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{com2}$</td>
<td>$T_b$</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>$T_b$</td>
<td>$T_b$</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{com3}$</td>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>$T_b$</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>$T_b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. SVPWM Waveform
The carrier is a positive isosceles triangular wave which the period is T and the amplitude is T/2. Compare the carrier with T_{com1}, T_{com2} and T_{com3}, we can get the symmetric space vector PWM waveform as shown in Figure 6. The space vector PWM waveform is saddle shape.

4. Simulation and Analysis

The whole FOC system simulation model is built, and the parameters of induction motor are as follows: \( U_N=380V \), \( f=50Hz \), \( P_N=7.5kW \), \( n_N=1430\text{r/min} \), \( R_s=0.7753\Omega \), \( R_r=0.7773\Omega \), \( L_{1s}=0.003197H \), \( L_{1r}=0.003197H \), \( L_m=0.1303H \), \( p=2 \), \( J=0.036\text{kg\cdot m}^2 \). The switching frequency is 10kHz. The given angular speed is 100rad/s, the given rotor flux is 1Wb, and the motor is staring in no-load condition. In 1 second moment, angular speed changes from 100 to 150rad/s (rated angular speed); In 1.4 second moment, load torque is changed from 0 to 50N\cdot m (rated torque). The whole time of the simulation is 2s. The all simulation results are shown in Figure 7(a)-(d).

![Simulation Results](image)

Figure 7. The Results of Simplorer Simulation

Figure 7(a) is the three-phase currents waveform of the stator windings. In Figure 7(a), the starting current maximum amplitude of the motor is about 37.64A, 5.4 times of no-load current amplitude. It is a reasonable result. In Figure 7(b), the acceleration torque is about 111 N\cdot m, 2.22 times of rated torque. It is an acceptable result because that maximum torque is usually no more than 2 times of rated torque for normal motor. In Figure 7(c), the no-load current amplitude is about 6.71A, 0.3 times of rated current. It is a correct result because that no-load current is about 0.3-0.6 times of rated current for normal motor. In addition, the no-load torque is very small as shown in Figure 7(b). In 1.4 second, load torque changes from 0 to 50N\cdot m (rated torque), the speed of the motor drop a little as shown in Figure 7(d).

The results of Simulink simulation are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows the waveform rotational speed at 0-2s, Figure 8(b) shows the waveform of torque at 0-2s.
4. Conclusion

Based on the rotor field oriented control (FOC) of 3-phase induction motor, the simulation models of FOC system using Ansor/Simplorer and Matlab/Simulink software are established. The simulation results show that the FOC system can smoothly work and still has perfect static and dynamic characteristics under normal working condition. It provides a train of though for the actual design and debugging of induction motor control system.

Comparing the results of the two simulation models, we can find that there are three advantages of Simplorer simulation model. Firstly, the simulation time of Simplorer model is much shorter than that of Simulink model under the same conditions, and the simulation time of Simplorer model is about 15 minutes, but in Simulink model, that is about 10 hours. Secondly, Simplorer software has convenient image processing functions than Matlab/Simulink software. The main advantage of Simplorer is that Ansoft/Simplorer can provide a direct coupling with the finite element analysis software to simulate the total control system in taking into account the the complicated lamination geometries, and the nonlinear magnetic materials.
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